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Valedictorian
Chosen
Lynn Ann Casey
News Editor
On Friday, April 15, the
Valedictory Committee of Fairfield University selected Peter
M. Holland to represent the
graduating Class of 1988 at the
Commencement ceremonies on
May 22. Mr. Holland will give
his address during the graduation exercises.
Holland was chosen out of 19
seniors who had submitted
speeches to the committee.
Members of the seniorclass with
a QPA of 3.5 and above were
elegible to enter the Valedictory
competition.
At the April 15 meeting of the
Valedictory Committee, the
Committee heard speeches presented by those chosen as top
submissions. Holland was selected out of the top four finalists
in the competition.
"The University and the
Valedictory Committee wishes
to congratulate Peter," said
Frank T. Hannafey, S.J., Assistant Academic Vice President
and chairman of the Valedictory
committee. He continued saying, "The committee faced a
challenging decision in making
the selection from among the
four final candidates."
Peter Holland is a history
major from Wethersfield, Connecticut. At Fairfield, he has
been active in the University
Playhouse for three years and he
plays the saxophone with the
band Split-Decision.
Holland is "very honored" by
being selected to represent the
Class of 1988 at Commencement. He "hopes his speech can
reflect the values and the character of his class."

Pollution
Confronted
Greg Curley
Staff Writer
In a lecture given in the Nursing Auditorium on Thursday,
April 14, Dr. S. La Plante
warned that the toxic levels in
many of the Northeast waters are
approaching dangerously high
levels. . The lecture, entitled
"The Sub-Lethal Effects of Pollution on Marine Life," featured
a slide presentation demonstrating the damage of pollution on
the cells of marine animals.
Dr. La Plante opened his
presentation stressing the importance of the field of marine
biology. "The study of marine
biology has evolved over the last
couple of years." He said that
with the increase in water pollution, "Some kind of evidence is
needed to take to court," so that
environmental protection laws
can be made.
A slides how of marine life
placed in polluted water was
presented. In most cases, effects
were clearly visible. Post-submersion life and cells showed
abnormal markings and abnormal growth. Other slides demonstrated the effect of pollution
on respiratory systems of marine
life. The lecture called for "an
increased awareness of marine
pollution." Dr. Le Plante said
that the best solution is "dilution." The best way to dilute our
waters is "to stop polluting
them."
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The Image of Fairfield

Doctorow Advises Tomorrow's Writers Chalmers Elected CSA VP
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Assistant News Editor
On April 14, E.L. Doctorow, author of Ragtime,
World's Fair, Welcome to Hard
Times, Loon Lake, and The Book
of Daniel, addressed a crowded
Oak Room as the second speaker
in the "Novelist's America" series.
Fr. Aloysius Kelley.SJ,
President of Fairfield University, delivered a short introduction.
Fr. Kelley described
Doctorow's Ragtime as a "dazzling re-creation of America in
its first century" and added that
all of Doctorow's
works have "entertained and
challenged us to view our world
with compassion and understanding."
Several of Doctorow's books
are set in the 1930's. According
to Doctorow, his interest in the
decade stems from his "attraction to the depravities of the
1930's in the realm of gangster-

E.L. Doctorow

dom." He is presently working
on another book set in the 1930' s
in which his protagonist Billy, a
fifteen year old boy, gets involved with gangsters. However, Doctorow said that this
book will conclude his dealings
with the era. Doctorow began
the lecture by reading from his
work in progress.
When discussing his works,
Doctorow stressed the importance of the "voice" of the book.
He said that we live in a "universe that is circumcised by diction." Doctorow said that it is
necessary to keep the voice consistent throughout a book and
that it is "dangerous for the
writer himself to know or hear
what his voice is." He believes
that this would mean the writer
has reached his limits and that
this is "probably the worst thing
that could happen to an author."
In his books, Doctorow often
uses foul language and vulgarity. When asked how he feels
about the conflict over what

Photo by Rich Nunziante

should and should not be read by
young people, Doctorow replied
that he is an "advocate of absolute free speech" and that what
is "more dangerous (than certain
books) for children of the country is censorship and repression." Doctorow said that children should be trusted and by
denying them the right to read
certain books we are teaching
them fear. He said that "more
harm is done to children by the
people they live with than by
books."
Doctorow described writing
as an "act of exploration." He
said that when he starts a book he
does not always know what the
end is going to be and that "you
need to write to find out where
you're going." Doctorow compared writing to driving a car at
night. He said that "you can only
see as far as the headlights but
you make the whole trip."
In order to recognize when a
work is completed, Doctorow
said that an author must read
what he has written objectively
and be able to distinguish what
parts of the book are not working, where he has slipped out of
voice, or where there is repetition.
At the end of the lecture, the
floor was opened to questions.
One member of the audience
asked Doctorow for his opinion
of the movie version of Ragtime.
Doctorow humorously answered that it was an "okay film
based on one of the greatest
novels of our time."
Doctorow has made large
contributions to the literary
world and will continue todo so.
He said, "the more I write fiction
the more mysterious it becomes
to me."

Mirror Wins Columbia's
Golden Circle Award
Mary Beth Collins
Staff Writer
Columbia University presented awards to two Mirror
editors for articles published
during the fall semester, 1987.
According to officials at the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association (CSPA), Senior John
Courtmanche and sophomore
Joseph C. DeVito each won
Gold Circle Awards in the
Association's annual contest for
excellence in college journalism.
The Gold Circle Awards
are open to student writers in
colleges throughout the country
and are awarded each Spring.
This year, CSPA received approximately 4,000 entries from
colleges nationwide. The entries
included articles published in
college newspapers and year-

books. In the "General Column"
newspaper category for personal opinion or humorous articles, John Courtmanche won
first place for his article entitled,
"Jeffrey Schaeffer's Keg of
Cherry Kool-Aid Party." The
article is a fictitious account of a
grammar school student who
returns from visiting his brother
at college and attempts to hold a
keg party using Cherry KoolAid. Courtmanche, who served
as Production Manager of the
Mirror last semester, said, "A
few days ago, I was disappointed to hear I hadn't won any
of the writing contests sponsored by Fairfield's English
Department. I guess this award
from Columbia University will
do."
In the "Sports Column"
newspaper category for per-

sonal opinion sports articles,
Joseph C. DeVito won second
place for his article entitled,
"Due to Strike, NFL Owners
Pick Scabs." The article is a fictitious account about New York
Giants head coach Bill Parcells'
asking DeVito to be a replacement player during the NFL
strike. DeVito, who won the
award as Features Editor and is
now the Mirror Editor-inChief, said, "It's quite a shock,
and I'm more than pleasantly
surprised—I didn't even know
that my article was entered in the
contest. That article is the first
sports article I've written."
Judges for the Gold Circle
Awards include Columbia University professors and advisors
to university publications.
Courtmanche and DeVito each
received certificates for their
awards.

Open House For 1992
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer
Fairfield University held
their annual Open House for all
incoming freshman on April 16
and 17. Over 500 of the students
accepted to Fairfield came to
participate in this two-day event.
Steven Roy, the admissions
counselor at Fairfield, was in

charge of organizing the event
which included departmental
sessions according to major and
tours of the campus given by a
student in the school the incoming freshman applied to.
"I think the Open House provides an opportunity for the incoming freshman to see what
Fairfield has to offer," said Roy.
He also said that the main em-

phasis of the weekend is to aid
the students in deciding on a
major for next year.
The Open House was divided
into three sections. The incoming freshman arrived at the
campus at times assigned to their
schools: Arts and Sciences came
at 10:30 on Saturday, Nursing
Continued on page 2.

Robert Johansen
Staff Writer
Chris Chalmers, FUSA's Director of Government Relations
and a politics major, was recently elected Vice President of
the Connecticut Student Association. His new position will
entail recruiting new schools for
the Connecticut Student Association.
Fairfield University is one of
ten active member schools in the
Connecticut Student Association (CSA), which represents
thousands of students. The CSA
is the only student association in
Connecticut and the only one in
the United States that involves
public, private, and technical
schools.
The CSA was founded two
years ago in order to promote
student issues, such as financial
aid. According to Chalmers, the
CSA "researches bills from
Hartford and Washington to see
what's good for students." To
gain support from the students,
the CSA both lobbies and establishes phone brigades.

Chris Chalmers

Recently, a bill was recommended that would exempt sales
tax from the sale of text books.
With the support of the CSA, it
was passed on April 14. Also,
members of the CSA recently
went to Washington, D.C. with
the United States Student Association (USSA). In Washington,
both the CSA and the USSA
became involved in a national
bill on voter registration.
At the monthly meetings, all
campus issues are discussed. If
one college is able to resolve an
issue, then this knowledge may
be used to aid other campuses
facing a similar problem. This
common knowledge becomes a
great resource for all the member colleges.
Currently, Chalmers is looking for students, especially politics majors, to be delegates to the
CSA. As delegates, they will experience the "hands-on issues
and the give and take of politics."
Delegates would also attend the monthly CSA meetings
and be able to attend assembly
meetings.

Photo by Rich Nunziante

AIDS in Our Midst
- Suzanne Smith
Staff Writer
On April 13, six senior psychology majors presented a lecture entitled "AIDS in Our
Midst." These seniors were
Christa Phelan, Cathy Bruckman, Cynthia Lambur, Todd
Lewis and, John Cardinali.
They were joined by Father
Walter Smith of the Psychology
Department.
Each of these students took a
different look at the AIDS crisis:
the biological aspect, children
with AIDS, women drug users,
gay men with AIDS, the social
needs of the victims, and the
media's coverage of the issue.
After this presentation, a discussion was held and a film on
AIDS was shown.
AIDS was introduced to the
United States in 1981. It was
first detected among the homosexual population. Scientists
say that the virus started from a
mutation of the green monkeys
in Africa and then spread to
other countries. Although, at
present, there is no drug that is
able to kill and rid the virus from
the body, a drug called AZT has
been tested and is said "to stop
the replication of the virus in the
body."
The most helpless victims are
the pediatric AIDS patients,
those infants who acquired the
virus from maternal transmission. One of the students said
that "Many times, the mother
does not know she has AIDS

until she finds out that her baby
does." Only four percent of the
money put aside for AIDS research goes to pediatrics.
"Everyone is going to die.
These victims are functioning
members of society- and, therefore, we cannot treat them as
social outcasts. We must remember, the dying are living
people and need love and friendship." The video shown dealt
with three AIDS victims and
how they have learned to accept
their situations and make the
best of what time they have left.
The relationship between the
media and AIDS was also discussed. "In 1983, Rolling Stone
Magazine called AIDS the story
of the year." Today's media is
one of the ways to educate those
at risk.

4 Courtmanche's
Life After
College
7 AIDS on
Campus?
12 Lax Teams
Triumph
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Sophia Clark To Speak
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Assistant News Editor
On April 26, Sofia Clark, a
former Fairfield University student, will speak in the Oak
Room at 7:30 PM about the
conflicts in Nicaragua. Clark
has been the First Secretary of
the Embassy of Nicaragua in
Washington DC since June of
1986.
Clark attended Fairfield University for two years (1976-1978)
and then transferred to the University of Virginia where she
graduated in 1980 with a BA in
Government and Foreign Affairs. While in college, Clark
was a member of Amnesty International, the Washington Area
Solidarity with Nicaragua Organization, and the National
Network in Solidarity with the
Nicaraguan people.
In 1980, Clark, originally
from Fayetteville, North Caro-

lina, went to Nicaragua and
became a Nicaraguan citizen.
Giving up her US citizenship,
she began working in 1981 as a
political analyst in the North
American Office of the Foreign
Ministry of Nicaragua. In 1983,
Clark became the head of the US
Department where she specialized in US Congressional affairs.
As the First Secretary of the
Embassy of Nicaragua, Clark
deals directly with US Congressmen and Senators. She
represents the Nicaraguan position and influences voting on
proposals for aid to Nicaragua.
In her lecture, Clark will relate her first-hand experiences
of the present and past situations
in Nicaragua and will also answer any questions. The Latin
American-Caribbean Studies
Program is sponsoring the lecture and encourages all to attend.

Orientation For The
Class of 1992
Lynn Ann Casey
News Editor
The Orientation 1988 program for the incoming class of
1992 is well underway, with the
final selection of the Orientation
Advisors and the processing of
the committee members in progress.
At the end of March, the
Orientation Advisors were chosen. From the three schools at
Fairfield University, 4 from the
School of Nursing, 25 from the
School of Business, and 46 from
the College of Arts and Sciences
were chosen. Presently, these 75
members of the sophomore class
are undergoing rigorous training
to welcome their freshman
groups.
Officially, the name of the
Orientation Advisor, OA, has
been changed to Student Advisor, SA. The reason is that now,
this role "goes through the
whole semester." The "S A" will
meet with their freshman group
four separate times during their
first semester as well as during
the three days of Orientation.
The selection for committee
members is also underway.
Applicants had a three part application: a formal application,
an interview with a committee
chair, and a peer evaluation.
From the 92 applicants, 45 of the

top people will be chosen.
This year, only juniors are
being selected. According to
Jean Dimuzio, who is the administrator in charge of Orientation,
she wants to uphold "a tradition
that has gone by the wayside."
Essentially, Orientation is
meant to be a junior class event.
Overall, Orientation 1988
will show many changes that
"stem from the creative energy
of the class of 1990," said Dimuzio. The student council
running the program have been
redesigned. Dimuzio feels that
"allowing all these changes to
occur strengthens the program."
The Orientation committee
will total 250 juniors. According to Dimuzio, "they are all
giving a gift back to Fairfield
University." The committee
will be "role models for the incoming class."
The entire program is based
on the incoming junior class,
which has been carefully selected. The Orientation will be a
total Orientation including
physical and religious orientation to the Jesuit community,
academic orientation, social orientation, and emotional orientation. By the end of Orientation
weekend, the freshman will be
introduced to every aspect of life
at Fairfield University.
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English Honor Society
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(PR)- On April 8, Fairfield
University's chapter of Sigma
Tau Delta, New Tau, initiated
twenty-two new members.
Sigma Tau Delta is the National
English Honor Society.
There are chapters on almost
400 campuses across America.
New Tau is the only one in
Connecticut. SigmaTau Delta's
purpose is to promote distinction -upon undergraduates,
graduates, scholars, and writers
who have realized accomplishments in the literary or linguistic
realms of the English language.
This year has been spent

"recruiting" new members and
the response has been terrific.
Plans for next year include fund
raisers, writing competitions,
and possibly, a collaboration
with Fairfield University's literary magazine.
Editor's Note: New Tau
wishes to thank those who attended their initiation - especially those in the English Department. They would also like
to thank their graduating president, Sandra Watrousfor all she
has done. They wish her all the
luck in the world.

Math Honor Society

Cheers... to 400 nights and
Boos... to beach parties
its organizers... may the rest of overflowing with human bodyour nights be as merry... to ies... 400 nights with 400,000,00
Liz Morrow
water fights on Campion JJI... people... to weekends without
Contributing Writer
oh, you wild women... to the the Baseball team... you guys are
Senior dance bash... to Charlie missed in Campion... to the
For the department of
University's so-called "desigDoesn't Surf for rocking TH
mathematics and computer scinated picnic areas"... it's hard
53... these youngsters know how enough for Dorm Councils to ence, the week of March 14,
to jam... to potential dates who make these events work without 1988 was a week of celebration.
say yes to Dogwoods ... we can denying them their own back- It was in celebration of the 100
stop perspiring now... to Tina yards... picnics at the pond may years of American Mathematics. This week was highlighted
Bugara and John Courtmanche look good in brochures, but in
by several lectures and culmifor being outstanding student real life the excessive duck drop- nated in the induction of new Pi
leaders... to those of you who pings aren't much fun... to Mu Epsilon members on Sunhad birthdays this week, 21st or losses of memory... to keg steal- day, March 20.
otherwise... you finally caught ers and other low-lifes... now
Pi Mu Epsilon, the Nayou know why you're not inup with your fake I.D.'s... to
tional Mathematics Honor Socivited... to stagnant Friday
WVOF Am for letting DJs work nights... to reverse peristalsis... ety, of which Fairfield Univerout their rough spots... the sound to rainy Mondays... it's hard sity was granted a charter in
quality's not the best, but some enough to start off the week as it 1986. Before the induction
ceremony, pme sponsored a lecof you guys are fun-neee...
is...
ture by Clayton W. Dodge on
great emphasis on the academic "Reflections of a Problem EdiContinued from page 1.
world of Fairfield, Roy claims tor." The induction ceremony
and Science majors arrived at that this year, the University is
was presided over by Dr. Joan
1:30 on Saturday, and Sunday trying to show more of overall
Wyzkoski, faculty advisor to
was dedicated to the School of student life. "This year, we have
pme. Robert Stepsis, the AcaBusiness.
more students participation in demic Vice President, made a
At the beginning of each the departmental sessions," Roy
welcoming speech in which he
section, all students met in the stated. "The incoming freshman
praised the work of the students
Oak Room where the Academic have an opportunity to talk to the
and congratulated both the parVice President, Dr. Robert P. students about majors, or about
ents of the initiates and the facStepsis, and the Dean of Admis- anything in general."
ulty members of the Mathematsions, David M. Flynn, welFUSA also participated in ics Department.
comed the future class of 1992.
This year there were 38
The students were then broken the Open House weekend by
members inducted into Pi Mu
down into their specific major setting up a booth in the Campus
where members of that depart- Center to answer questions and
to talk about the student government discussed the major.
Although there is always a ment.
Lynn Ann Casey
News Editor

Epsilon. Members of the Class
of 1990 included: Valerie Albano, Elizabeth Grande, Jean
Lindsey, and Melissa Pender.
Members of the Class of 1989
included: Christopher Aleo,
Steven Bartlett, Eric Berry,
Lauren Criscuolo, Patrick
Crowell, Jennifer Cummero,
Michele Curcio, Pamela
Donofrio, Robin Dyer, Ann
Green, Robert Keogh, Andrew
McMahon, Ann Monahan, Liz
Morre Kris Myers, Kevin
O'Connell, Alyce Park, Carol
Patzer, Ilona Pavlovich, TeriAnne Pepe, Joseph Rossi,
Joanne Ruggerio, Lynne Trocciola, Peter Urban, Karen Wallent,
and Martha Young. Members of
the Class of 1988 included: Glen
Balamaci, Lisa Caruso, Jacqueline Day, Kevin Dean,
Christine Flynn, Kevin Pataky,
and Christine Portante. Christopher Bernhardt was inducted as
a faculty member.
Joseph Rossi intonated that
he "is honored to be admitted to
such a prestigious society." This
statement was also echoed by
Lynne Trocciola and Kris
Myers, both who expressed their
pleasure.

Pen Women Contest

Career Planning Corner
The last Resume Workshop will be held today,
Thursday, April 21 at 3:00 p.m. in the Faculty
Dining Room.
Instruction and advice will be provided to help
students prepare for the summer job search and
senior year recruiting.
Call the Career Planning Center (ext. 4081) for
more information.

The National League of
American Pen Women is sponsoring a contest and awarding
certificates and money prizes for
the best entries. The prizes are
offered to students interested in
writing.

to the Drama Departmentl at
Fairfield. All work must include
a short biography on the student.
Copy should be 8 x 11, typed,
double spaced.
The contest is open to any
students interested. There is
also a separate contest for senior
citizens, 60 years and over.
All works will be bound in a
volume.

Entires must be short, origiFor more information, please
nal works that are monologues,
poems, stories, anything that can contact the Drama Department,
be recited, and also camera 254-4000, or Mrs. R. Barone, at
work. Copy must be submitted 259-3850.

Thursday, 21

Friday, 22

Chamber of Commerce McElaney
5-6:30 pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 pm
Special Dinner: Gonzaga Ground
and 1 FDR 5:30 pm
Baseball vs. Providence Alumni
Field 4 pm

SIBLING WEEKEND 88
Dogwood Tickets Sales Lobby 10
am-2 pm
Gonzaga Dorm Party Stag-her
8pm-Midnight
Sibling Movie: "Raiders of the
Lost Ark"
Nursing Aud. 7-9pm

Sunday, 24

Monday, 25

Tuesday, 26

Wednesday, 27

Chamber Players Oak 2:30pm
Orientation mtg. Oak 7pm
Peer Counselors FDR & FMR
8am-5pm
Baseball vs. Fordham Alumni
Field 12N

Christian Fellows BNWFac. Lg. 78:30pm
Relationships Seminar J25 7-9pm
Irish Society Nursing Aud. 5:30pm
Special Dinner: Regis 4 FDR
5:30pm
Student Art Show Lobby 9am-6pm

Latin-American Studies Program
Oak Room 7-10 p.m.
Special Dinner: Regis 3 FDR
5:30 pm
Student Art Show Lobby 9 am6pm
Men's Golf vs. UB/West Conn
Patterson C.C. 1pm

Novelist's America Lecture (Alfred
Kazon) Oak 8pm
Peer Counselors Nurs. Aud. 8-10 pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 pm
Special Dinner Regis 2 FDR 5:30 pm
Student Art Show Lobby 9am-6pm
Men's Tennis vs. Vassar Outdoor
Recplex Courts 4 pm

MIRROR
April 21—April 27

Campus
Calendar

Saturday, 23
SIBLING WEEKEND '88
AirBands Oak 8pm
Baseball vs. Fordham (2)
Alumni Field 12N

Advertisement
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Most students face
a long tough toad
after graduation.
But this should help.
$

Pne-approved credit & 400 cash back.
If you've received or will receive your bachelor's degree
from a 4-year college, or graduate degree from an accredited
institution between October 1,1987 and January 31,1989, you
can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you pre-approved credit through Ford Credit
and $400 cash back that can be used as a down payment on your
new Ford. Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks
listed below and only if you take delivery by December 31,1988.
Ask your dealer about other retail incentives which may be
available, too.
For more information, call this toll-free number:
1-800-321-1536. Or see your New England Ford Dealer today.

Escort EXP

Tempo

Probe

Escort

Escort GT

Mustang

Bronco II

Thunderbird

Taurus

Aerostar

FORD

Festiva

Ranger

New England Ford Dealers
No one knowsNewEnglanders better.
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PREPARJNQ FOR
John Courtmanche
Production Editor
Emeritus

handsome but never intending
on actually making money with
it, I explained that my morals
were stringent and that I'd rather
find a job based on talent and
ambition than on any form of
prostitution. After the personnel
person clarified the question, I,
quite embarrassed yes, listed my
qualifications, qualifications
which all members of the Class
of '88 share, coming from the
same educational background. I
presented the qualifications as
follows:
"I am uninhibited, I know a
sneaky advertising scheme
when I see one, I am thrifty and
efficient, I worked my way
through college, I am agile, I
know what I want and how to get
it, I can choose the option which
fits my long-term needs best, I
can plan ahead and also plan my
present time well, I'm athletic, I
can compromise, and I can ask
the larger questions of life."
Of course, when the powerful personnel person asked me to
explain my answers in the context of my life, I was prepared,
having found the qualities
through a careful study of a day
at Fairfield:
(I am uninhibited) I wake up,
get dressed. My clothes are not
washed. I dig two socks from the
bottom of my clothes pile in the
closet. One sock is white with
blue stripes, the other's just blue.
I wear them as a pair without
guilt.

As a member of the Class of
1988, I frequently respond to
impossible questions such as
"What are ybu doing after
Graduation?" and vulgar questions such as "What are you
doing after Graduation?" In
response to these questions, as a
typical Fairfield senior, I say, "I
have no plans, but at least I'm
prepared." (Now maybe everyone will stop asking us seniors
impossible, vulgar questions
which imply that Graduation is
just around the corner and our
lives are ending.)
I know I'm speaking for the
class when I say we're prepared
because, for the most part, we' ve
all had the same Jesuit Education from the same Fairfield
University. Accounting majors
will argue that their Jesuit Education was better because they
are landing higher-paying entrylevel positions. These students
don't realize that their jobs pay
more because the work is so
boring. (I'm sorry, that statement came from deep in my
subconscious. . You see, my
housemate Mark is the first
housemate with a job and he has
inspired envy in the rest of us.
Continuing...)
Concerning preparedness, I,
as a member of the graduating
class of 1988, am ready for Life
After College. At a recent inter(I know a sneaky advertising
view with a personnel person
from a large corporation, I was scheme when I see one) Brushasked to sell myself. Well, ing my teeth, I notice that one of
knowing myself to be quite my housemates bought tartar-

Life AfTER

sauce flavored toothpaste "for
healthier teeth and gums." I
storm through the house, complaining about the waste of
money. "We can get the same
results, " I yell, "By eating a lot
offish!"
(I am thrifty) For breakfast, I
change stale coffee cake into
fresh coffee cake by putting it in
the microwave.
(I am efficient) I retrieve the
Garfield pencil ornament from
the bottom of afull box of cereal
just by pushing at both sides and
manipulating the avalanche of
Crunchberries.
(I worked my way through
college) I run to Bellarmine to
sign my student loan check.
Then I attend an exit interview
for my National Direct Student
Loan. Throughout the last four
years, I've worked an average of
eight hours a week running from
bank to home to post office to
Bellarmine to the Financial Aid
office, filling out student loan
forms to knowingly place myself $20,000 in debt for the next
fifteen years.
(I am agile) During a haircut,
as a sliding ball of hair falls from
my plastic bib, I catch it at the
end of my sneaker.
(I know what I want and how
to get it) I insert two quarters
into the Campus Center candy
machine. I press the buttons for
a bag of peanut M&Ms. The
coil-shaped retaining device
turns to release the candy, but
the bag of candy remains lodged
on its ledge. I recruit four
friends. We tip the machine

COIIEQE

ent sets of silverware all which
never really leave the sink, six
different degrees of cleanliness
and dirtiness, six long-distance
phone calls per month which the
telephone company mistakenly
puts on our bill, six cable TV
channel-packages (the most expensive of which includes the
Playboy Channel), six best
newspapers in the New York
Metropolitan area, six reasons
not to throw out the day's paper,
(I can plan ahead) I drive to and six different times for dinner
the video store. I rent three per night.
movies, more than I'll ever
(Finally, and most important,
watch in one night. "You never
know when a case of insomnia I can ask the larger questions of
will hit," I think. "I'd hate to be life) Eating a leftover Easter
stuck awake tonight without candy—a chick-shaped marshseven straight hours of movies to mallow covered with yellow
watch." Besides, if I don't see sugar—I think, "What category
one or two of the movies, I can of food is a marshmallow? Did
God plan for marshmallows to
rent them again next week.
exist or are they the manifesta(I plan my time well) I force tion of our free will? Why do so
myself to watch two hours of many people, including myself,
cable TV every day, even if it eat marshmallows without really knowing what the small,
means skipping classes.
white gooey things are made
(I'm athletic) I juggle tele- of?"
phone bills and American ExThe interview was two weeks
press bills and at the same time
balance a checkbook.
ago. The powerful personnel
person who decides my fate
(I can compromise, because I hasn't contacted me. For now,
understand that there's more I'd rather be a normal Fairfield
anyway—skipping
than one correct way to do senior
things) Living in a six-person classes, hanging out at the
townhouse, I know there's six beach, partying nightly. We're
different ways to cook an not lazy—no,no, we're busy,
omelette, six different ways to very busy. I can't tell you how
wash dishes, six different ex- much time I've spent, in the past
cuses for not washing the dishes, week alone!, waiting for my
six different programs on TV at future to arrive in a gift-wrapped
any one time (and three rented package. The waiting is the
movies for the VCR), six differ- hardest part.

forward. I get my M&Ms.
(When faced with two
equally important options, I can
choose the one which fits my
long-term needs best) On the
radio, a Debbie Gibson song is
followed by a Tiffany song. My
friend asks me which teenage
pop star I prefer. I choose Debbie Gibson as the object of my illegal-lust-for-a-minor because
she writes her own songs.

STUdENTS
MURAI

ShowN
Nancy Ann Norelli
Staff Writer
Fairfield Junior Ann Grimaldi didn't spend her spring
break in the Bahamas or in Fort
Lauderdate on a beach. Instead
of sunning, Ann spent the week
in the West Springfield Library
painting a mural for the
children's section.
Ann entered into a competition in her hometown of West
Springfield, MA, sponsored by
the Massachusetts Arts Lottery
Council. The MALC supplies
grant money taken from the lottery revenue for the arts in Massachusetts. The Council serves
to encourage local artists, giving
them the funds to help them display their talents.
Ann was the only applicant to
receive money for the fine arts.
Other fund money went to puppet shows or other performing
arts.
The mural that Ann painted is
20 feet long and 7.5 feet high. It
is done on sheet glass, and it took
the entire week to complete.
Ann had done murals before but
nothing of this magnitude.
The mural itself is modeled
after French Painter Henri
Rousseau's "The Dream." It is a
jungle scene filled with wild
animals peeking from behind
giant leafy trees. Since it was
painted for the children's section, she was asked that the
mural be geared toward
children's literature. As a result
of this request, Ann included
popular children's story characters Curious George the Monkey
Continued on next page.
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is pleased to welcome the
following 1988 graduates of
Fairfield University:
Stamford/White Plains/Danbury
Christopher Brown
MicheleChmelo
Jennifer Cole
Donna Despenzire
Gisele Dion
Mary Beth Marron

Diane Naughton
Karen Ricci
Carolyn Schloth
Colleen Swift
Mary Wachter

New York
Diane Cahill

Short Hills
Debra Vallario
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and several of the "Wild Things"
from Mercer Mayer books in the
scene. "The kids like it," she
said, "Because it's like a game in
which they can find hidden animals." Ann is a fine arts major
with a concentration in studio
arts. She plans to get a master's
degree following graduation,
but is not exactly sure what direction she will take. Because it
was a commissioned work, she
had to stay within the Council's
guidelines, but the style was
uniquely her own. "Anytime
you do any kind of artwork for
the public, you have to do what
they want," Ann commented.
Ann started painting when she
was very young, but took no
serious art classes until she was
fourteen years old. Claimed
Ann, "I would love to have a
show of my own someday."
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LibRARy BATHROOMS:

I am not a big library man.
While some people swear by it
for getting work done, I have
trouble concentrating with
sweat running down my face.
Often it drips onto the page I'm
reading, smearing everything,
and just ruining that study mood
(like I need much help ruining
that mood.) If you don't sweat to
death, somebody comes by that
you know, and you simply have
to sit them down and talk to them
about who slept in whose room
last night or if your "fat jeans"
are loosening at all. (Fat jeans
are the jeans you wear when you
can not fit into yourotherclothes
without a crowbar.) I know
people who position themselves
in a cubbyhole that gives them

ENCJ Of A TRAdiTiON
girl is? And ladies, don't act so
innocent. Your walls, so I have
heard are similarly adorned with
lists of men, both good and bad.
It is always easy to see when
someone was dating a girl because he would write, "Plain
Jane is the best looking girl on
campus." Around it would be
slander about Plain Jane and
questions as to the eyesight of
the author. The biggest compliment a girl can get is to have her
name written on the wall, and
left alone. Silence is an asset in
the bathroom.
Why was it done? Who goes
up there? I know that if I gave a
tour of Fairfield, the bathroom
on the second floor would not

Chris Yona

an excellent overview of the
second floor. Sometimes it
takes some work to be disturbed.
Needless to say, I do not spend
much time there.
One of my professors was
rude enough to assign a research
paper, so I had to go to the library. During the two and a half
minutes I was there, I was overwhelmed by the heed to go to the
bathroom. This was not only a
bowel urge; I wanted to read the
walls. Imagine my horror when
I plopped down and discovered
that the painted walls had been
replaced by graffitti-proof
woodgrain walls. Calamity!
How was I supposed to find out
who the best looking freshman

1200 Post Road East
Carriage Hill Shopping Center
Westport.CT 226-1177

get a high priority. I can not see
families getting upset about it.
"Well, this is the second floor
where most of the books live.
Now if you'll follow me downstairs, I'll show you the computer room and..."
Disgruntled parent: Hold on
there sonny. How do I know the
bathrooms up there meet my
standards?
Me (sweating in a puddle):
Whaaaa?
Another Disgruntled Parent:
Yes, I'd like to know that my son
can empty his excretory system
in proper facilities.
Me (treading water in a lake of
sweat): Uh, okay, follow me.
(Leaving a new shipping lane

behind me, I lead my group into
the bathroom.) See, I'm sure
this fits all of your standards.
Look, Sloan "Royal Quiet
Flush" and everything...
All Parents: Augh! Girls names
on the walls! It's a sign of the
anti-Christ! (There is a mad
stampede for the door.)
As the parents "escape", they
flounder into my sweat-lake and
drown, and Fairfield loses some
prospective students. Not a
successful tour.
The point I am trying to make
is that a social outlet (sad but
true) has been destroyed by an
uncaring administration. I put it
to whomever is responsible;
how are we supposed to know
who the best looking girl on
campus is?

ENJOY SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY'S MADRID CAMPUS
COMPLETE CURRICULUM IN ENGLISH, SPANISH
Liberal Arts, Business, Science, Hispanic Studies
July Session Includes:
Graduate Program in Hispanic Studies
SLU is an AA/EOE
Apply NOW for SUMMER & FALL! INFORMATION:
Tel.: 1(800) 325-6666 • 221 N Grand Blvd • St. Louis,
MO 63103

Beans

; or c/o de La Vina, 3 • Madrid 28003
in the classroom with more than 700 Spanish students.

The Ultimate In:
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine

Fine Dining For Dogwoods

Join Yale University
For a Challenging
Career In Biomedical
Research.
We invite graduating seniors with backgrounds
in the sciences to explore the chance to work
independently in a state-of-the-art research
environment using the latest technology
available. Individuals with the desire to grow
and enrich their talents will find a wide variety
of research oppurtunities. In the addition, we
offer an excellent array of benefits such as:

ON SALE
DOGWOODS
TICKETS

• Twenty-two paid vacation days, plus four paid
personal days, thirteen paid holidays, recess
days and twelve sick days each year.
• Medical and hospital insurance and a dental
plan.
• Tuition reimbursement for graduate school
and the ability to audit courses.
• Flex time.
• Use of Yale's athletic facilities.
• Proximity to theatre, concerts, and exhibits.
• Pension plan funded completely by Yale.

Yale...is a great place to work!
Immediate opportunities available
Please send your resume and college transcript to:
Susan Hurlburt
Department of Human Resources
Placement of Staff Relations
Yale University
155 Whitney Avenue
Box 1404, Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
(203)432-5714
Yale is and affirmative action, equal opportunity
employer.

APRIL 22; 10:00 A.M. - 2.00 RM.
OAK ROOM
ONE OD PER PERSON & ONE PAIR OF
TICKETS PER PERSON
NO CHECKS - CASH ONLY
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One of the greatest things about being an American is that every citizen has certain
rights which are guaranteed by law. Among these rights that are inalienably ours is the
right to freedom of speech, as specified in the First Amendment. As a newspaper, we by
nature are familiar with this right, and with the importance that must be placed upon it.
The ability of the individual to publicly express views and criticisms is crucial to the
preservation of our free society.
Along with this right, there comes a responsibility to be sure of the factual content of
what one is saying before the words are said. Once offered to the public, whether or not
the statements are true can become inconsequential. It is possible, then, for this right to
be misused.
At the "AIDS in Our Midst" lecture that was presented last Wednesday, April 13, the
following comments were made concerning the role of the media in AIDS education.
These statements are reproduced here verbatim, courtesy of a Mirror reporter's tape recorder, and have not been edited or changed in any way.
.
This past week, I asked the Editor of the Mirror on this campus to publicize this
event. I handed him a typed copy of what I wanted him to put in and he promised me that
it would be put in.
It wasn't in there.
I called and I asked him, I said, "Hey Joe, why didn't you put it in?" He said "Christa,
there have (sic) wasn't space this week."
Pause
I don't know if any of you looked at the newspaper, we had a half a page of "A Plethora of Pranks and Put-Ons (sic)."
There was (sic) 32 of them, maybe he could've edited five to squeeze in a little bit, a
little few (sic) sentences about what we're doing tonight.
Pause
The media can formulate and encourage opinions just by what they choose to
include or omit.

The Fairfield Mirror

Question Of Taste Questioned
To the Editor,
I'm writing in response to
Professor Gilmore's attack on
the Mirror for publishing An
April Fool's article, "A Plethora
of Practical Jokes and Put-Ons."
As a retired Mirror editor, I
have heard some complaints
over two years about the
Mirror's quality of journalism.
I have heard complaints from
faculty such as "The Arts and
Entertainment section is only
Rock and Roll and movies," and
"The Features section is without
true Features articles." Maybe
the majority of today's students
are more concerned with Rock
and Roll and movies than with
classical music and paintings.
Maybe we enjoy "Features" stories such as Joe DeVito's April
Fool's article.
Traditionally, the Mirror
publishes an April Fool's issue a frequently tasteless but at least
humorous issue as a prank. This
year, the Mirror passed on the
April Fool's issue but published
an April Fool's article. Reading

the article, I laughed. Joe De Vito
is one of the most imaginative
student writers I know. Tasteless? Is David Letterman, a college student's hero, tasteless?
Was playwright Joe Orton tasteless? Are Monty Python productions tasteless? The Mirror was
correct with last week's headline for Professor Gilmore's letter - "A Question of Taste." It's
okay, I think, for two different
generations of people to have
different tastes in humor.
Administration, faculty,
and staff have their own publications and newsletters. There you
may find "feature" stories and
"professional" journalism. The
Mirror is a newspaper for students published by students.
Fairfield offers no journalism
program, only a few journalism
classes. Mirror_editors are not
required to take these classes,
and editors who are not English
majors may have no desire to
take them. Also, the Mirror has
no adult advisor; the paper
evolves year to year, students
teaching students. Because the

University has not acted to affect
or assist Mirror student leadership, I conclude that the University is content with the production of its student newspaper.
The Mirror under Stephen
Humes, Joe Draper, Melissa
Campanelli, and now Joe
DeVito, has been consistently
informative, interesting, and
entertaining. This is due to a
large amount of volunteer work
by many students. To the current
Mirror staff I say, "Keep it up,"
that is, publishing for your intended audience—your fellow
students.
John Courtmanche
Class of 1988
(Editor's Note: In addition
to his work with the Mirror,
John Courtmanche is also the
Editor in Chief of the Manor
Yearbook,
FUSA Student
Leader of the Year, and has
recently been awarded first
prize in national competition by
the Columbia University Scholastic Press Association for an
article he wroteJor the Mirror.)

Strongly charged words indeed. The sort of accusatory words that can shock and
enrage an audience, especially when they come from a scheduled speaker. They are
words that can arouse anger and powerful emotions.
But, alas, they are words that are seriously lacking in truth.
Those who listened to this passage were lead to believe that because of pride, an
important announcement was vainly cast aside. And if the much maligned "Plethora of
Possible Practical Pranks and Put-Ons" had crowded out this announcement for reasons
To the Editor,
$ 100, it wouldn't quite so easily have a keen eye for the dead
of space, it would have been shameful indeed.
slip their minds.
presidents in our wallets.
This, however, is simply not the case. The speaker of these words has herself
The rhetoric we get at tuiLet me tell you younger
I would like to take this
admitted that she handed in her announcement on Monday, April 4, presumably to run in
students
how
this
tradition
tion
increase time is that we
opportunity
to
express
my
views
that Thursday, April 7, issue. The April Fool's article ran in the March 31 edition.
concerning the Fourth Annual works. You'll receive a letter shouldn't put an exact price on a
How, then, is it possible to edit an article in order to "squeeze in a little bit" of an
(at least since I've been here, using words such as "due to the Jesuit education, yet the Adannouncement that is received five days after the article has already been published?
"I don't know if any of you looked at the paper this week" certainly becomes an ironic which is four years) Tuition unfortunate..." or "as much as ministration closes an entire
Increase
Announcement, we don't want to raise the tui- school because of the same dolquestion when it is obvious that the speaker has not done so herself.
Now for the unkindest cut of all; when informed that the black and white testimony of brought to us by Fr. Kelley and tion..." and other colorful ex- lar bills. Ridiculous!
But what can students do?
his merry band ofjokesters - also pressions. The letter tells us that
the printed word showed that what she had said was factually incorrect, misleading, and
known as the Board of Trustees. the increase is because of a spe- A lot! Urge your newly elected
wrong, the speaker acknowledged this, but casually replied, "That doesn't matter. The
As a graduating senior, I cific reason. A few years ago it EUSA gang to get on the backs
audience got my point anyway."
will
not
be affected by this tradi- was because the teachers' sala- of the Administration. Start your
An interesting policy, to say the least. The truth of a matter can be disregarded as
tion any longer, nor have I been ries had to be brought up to an own tradition - that of making it
long as the audience gets the point. But, in light of the facts she had ignored, what is her
point? It cannot be that the April Fool's article took precedence; the issue dates show oth- affected as much as some of you acceptable level. Another year, as much of a hassle as possible
other students these past four it was because of the increase in every year when the Adminierwise. In fact, the April 7 issue was so pressed for space that not only were there no
years because of a combination the cost of research. This year's stration begins the letter with
humor articles, but many other items were omitted as well.
So once again, what is this point that the audience is supposed to be getting? Could of different scholarships and excuse was a beauty. Somehow "The rising cost of education
grants that I receive. So why am the vaunted Consumer Price makes it necessary..." Make
it be that the Mirror consistently ignores important issues such as AIDS? To answer this
I complaining? Because I don't Index is to blame for an almost yourselves heard.
question, the speaker needed only to look at the April 7 issue, perhaps for the first time,
Perhaps the only way to see
want to see the members of the $2.4 MILLION increase in tuiand read the cover story "Shilts Confronts Prejudice against AIDS ." Or, refer to our
March 24 issue cover story "AIDS Task Force Formed." Or the Commentary piece "AIDS younger classes have to stand for tion, alone. That's $800 per per- tuition stay at an acceptable or
reasonable level would be to call
this tradition any longer. Tell son.
Education in Catholic Universities"(2/25), or the two AIDS letters and the Editorial "AIDS
for the creation of an elected
Yeah,
and
the
Stock
Marthem
(the
Administration)
that
and lnjustice"(2/18), or the AIDS letters in the 2/4 issue. Or even refer to the paper which
you will not put up with yearly ket crash in the Fall probably had President of the University and
you are now reading.
increases of a thousand dollars nothing to do with it, right? Why Board of Trustees. Only when
The list goes on...
without seeing any results! can't they tell us the real rea- the threat of not being elected to
Just as the printed word is able to "formulate and encourage opinions," so is the
$4500
a year for room and sons? For a school that has made a two year term (resulting in the
spoken word. And as the printed word has the responsibility of bringing the truth to its
board? That's nine - count 'em - money for seventeen straight loss of salary) is used will you
readers, so does the speaker to his or her listeners. What has been read cannot be
nine thousand dollars between years and has set all sorts of see exactly what affects the tuiunread, and what has been heard cannot be forgotten. Casual ignorance of the facts is a
you and your roommate to live records for donations received tion for your education. Probaluxury that neither we nor any other area of the media can afford.
and eat on campus. In addition, in the past three years (totaling bly nothing. Don't stand pat
Everything has a price, and the price of Free Speech is this responsibility to the
the Administration has the gall well over $7 million), to have while the Administration plays
public audience. We pay this bill every Thursday. Perhaps some others on this campus
not to give a meal plan option, or the gall to close the Graduate with your money as if it were
should consider paying their debts as well.
to inform students that moving School of Communication be- Monopoly money! Contrary to
off campus entitles them to the cause it lost a couple of hundred all of those board games, you
$100 deposit they put down for thousand dollars the past two won't get it back in the end.
EdiTOR-li\i-ChiEf JosEph C. DEVJTO
their room freshman year! You years combined, we must top the Protest, protest, protest!
EXECUTIVE EdiTOR Chilis MichAiloff
Brian Tousignant
can bet that if we owed them list of schools - Jesuit or-not - that
NEWS EdiTOR LyNN ANN CAsey
ASSISTANT NEWS EdiTOR ANNMAME PuckhAbER
FEATURES EdiTOR SANdi DJCESARE
COMLM ARV EdiTOR KiMDEitly ANN GENOVA
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EdiTOR BRIAN DUNIEAVY
SDORTS EdiTORS ANdy DAVIS, Ric BROWN
This Be-Bop approach is just a As the U.S. enters the InformaTo the Editor,
PhoTOQRApliy Michelle ANN CliffoRd
tion Age.
rubber stamp,
GRAPI lits LISA Huqhes, Chuck JOHNSON
E.L. Doctorow, author of An off key echo, a Rock and Roll If you agree that we deserve a
PROduCTiON MANAQER KAI FlORiAN MildENDERQER
chance,
Vamp.
Ragtime, appeared on campus
PRoducTioN ASSISTANTS JENN BIEWITT, MARY BETH COIUNS
April 14, as part of Fairfield We should be in tune to the latest Let them know that we must stay
TYPESETTERS KATIE DOIIER, LisA SchwEiZER
at the Dance.
rage
University's "Novelist's AmerAdvERTisiNq MANAQERS SEAN LOONEV, ChRiSTiNE TONER, DAvid MEZZAPEIIE
ica" series. The following rap
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE MikE McPAddEN
was handed out on that occasion.
BUSINESS MANAQERS DHEENA SANk AR AN, SUSAN SEMON
ACCOUNTANTS ANdy PApAdATOs, KEVJN D. MCMAHON
CUssiiiLds JuliE SodEN
you with more information.
To the Editor,
OffiCE is locATEd ON GONZAQA qROUNd flooR. TEIEPHONE: (205)254-4000 EXT. 2555. LAYOUT
Student/Alumni ComEVERY SuNdAy Niqkr. Ad dEAdliNE FRidAy AITERNOON. TIHE MIRROR is publishEd EVERY ThuRsdAy
Subchair and committee posiAttention
Class
of
1991.
It
mittee to Save GradComm
duRiNq THE ACAdEMic YEAR. All RiqhTs RESERVEd. CopyRiqhT © 1988 by TEIE FAIRFJEICI MIRROR,
A Rap to the Academic is our opportunity to help run tions are available. Also, if you
INC.
Council from GradComm, Reunion Weekend on June 3,4, are seriously interested in helpby 6:00 PM Saturday evening for other submissions must be typewrit- Upon Their Voting to Close our and 5,1988. All those interested ing out, you're welcome to atPublicATiON Policy
in helping out, meeting new tend the Reunion Committee
publication the following Thursday. ten and received by 3:00 PM on the School:
The Mirror welcomes the 4) Letters to the Editor must be Sunday prior to publication. Prior
people and spending a weekend picnic tonight at 5:30. It will take
opinions and contributions of its signed. Only with the expressed notification by phone or mail is This University is givin' us with friends should sign up for place at the Alumni House at
readers. Letters to the Editor, an- permission of the Mirror Edito- advised. 8) Once received, all subsome jive
Southwell Hall located next to
nouncements and independent ar- rial Board will unsigned letters be missions become the property of But we're gonna fight to stay Reunion Weekend. Please put
the playhouse. If you have the
your
name,
box
#,
campus
phone
ticles may be submitted to Box AA published. 5) Letters which contain the Fairfield Mirror. Under no
alive.
or to the Mirror office in the ground personal arguments or replies circumstances does the Mirror We want responses to our heat # and the words "Reunion time this summer, please volunfloor of Gonzaga Hall.
should be conducted on a face to guarantee publication of unsolic- Not some Boogie Woogie to a Weekend" on a sheet of paper teer to help out. It should prove
face basis so that room can be re- ited submissions, and reserves the
and drop it in the campus mail to be a fun weekend!
Ragtime beat.
1) Letters must be relevant and served for more generalized topics. right to edit such. The Editorial
timely. 2) Letters must also be type- 6) Letters must be free of personal Board shall determine which ar- Who is responsible for this Jazz? slot addressed to Box P. A reunKristen Dammen
written with a 20-65 margin, double attacks, inaccurate factual material, ticles will appear. The Board's We want some answers, not ion committee member will then
pizazz.
spaced. 3) Letters must be received and libel. 7) All announcements and decision is final.
Class of 1991
be in touch with you to provide

Tuition Increase Called A Farce

GradComm Cuts A Rap

Attention Class of 1991!

Commentary

The Fairfield Mirror

Is AIDS Really A Threat on College Campuses?
Dennis Birch

w

hen Michael Passas, a student at a major East Coast
University, made his third
Spring-Break pilgrimage to
Florida this year, things were
different. Thousands of students from across the country
were there to party, of course.
But Passas noted a change in
himself. "This time, before getting together with someone,"
Passas said, "I considered the
possibility of getting AIDS—I
thought twice."
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a
reality that affects us all—
straight, gay, black, white, Hispanic, women, and men. We all
need to understand the facts
about AIDS, including how it is
transmitted and what behavior
may put us at a higher risk. Most
importantly, we must know
what each of us can do to prevent
the spread of the disease.
Our college years are generally carefree—many of us are
insulated from the so-called
"real world." As a result, attitudes prevail on many college
campuses which lead many students to believe that they are
somehow not vulnerable to the
dangers and realities facing the
rest of the world.
Otis R. Bowen, M.D. Secretary of Health and Human
Services, says that just because

certain students don't fall into
"high risk" categories (gay
males, IV drug users, bisexual
males), it gives them this false
sense of security about their risk
of getting AIDS. Dr. Bowen
may be right. People with the
attitude that AIDS is "not my
problem, I lead a healthy life and
I'm not a gay male," fail to understand that certain behaviors
allow for the virus to be transmitted, and that anybody practicing those behaviors is at risk.
A white female can be just as
much at risk as a gay male if she
doesn't take precautions.
"By 1991 in the West, the
disease will surpass the combined total of the current top four
leading causes of death in men
between the ages of 25 and 34—
traffic accidents, suicides, heart
disease and cancer," according
to Dr. Jonathan Mann, director
of the World Health Organization. Basically, we students
need to take an active approach
in seeking AIDS information. "I
never really considered AIDS.
Now as a first-year dental student, I need to know the facts
about it," said Cary Chavis, a
student at an Eastern medical
college.
U.S. Public Health Service
doctors tell us these facts about
AIDS: The virus is spread by
sexual contact with an infected
person, or by sharing needles

with an infected person. The
virus can also be passed from an
infected mother to her baby
during pregnancy.
Young
people experimenting with their
newly-found college freedom
need to be aware of how such
high-risk behaviors increase
their risk for contracting the
AIDS virus.
"Until we develop a cure
for this disease," said Dr. C.
Everett Koop, Surgeon General
of the U.S., "education about
AIDS is the only way we can
prevent its spread." Using a
condom is an effective, realistic
way of protecting ourselves
from the disease. Said Margie
F., a graduate from a liberal arts
university, "If sex is going to
figure prominently in my life,
well, then, so are condom."
In addition to understanding how you can get the AIDS
virus, it is equally important that
our generation knows how the
virus cannot be transmitted. Dr.
Koop noted that AIDS is not
spread by casual contact such as
hugging, shaking hands, or by
simply being near a person who
is infected with the virus. Unfortunately, much of the overwhelming information in the
media regarding AIDS and its
transmission has served to confuse many people with inconsistencies on the "facts."
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services,
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through the Public Health Service and the Centers for Disease
Control, has launched the Federal Government's first national
AIDS Information and Education Campaign. The campaign,
"America Responds to AIDS,"
directs information about AIDS
prevention to the general public
and specifically those who practice high-risk behavior through a
variety of education techniques
through the media. Operators at
the national AIDS hotline (1800-342-AIDS) are available 24
hours a day to answer questions
and disseminate AIDS information material. There are also
AIDS service organizations and
hotlines available for your use,
in your community.
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Bravo to E.L. Doctorow
Tim Schott

Last Thursday night, April
14,1 attended a lecture by
the famous American author, E.L. Doctorow. The main
reason that I attended was due to
the fact that the lecture was a requirement for my English class,
so one can imagine the preconceptions that I had. I envisioned
that the lecture would be a boring dissertation, by a boring
person, on subject matter far
deeper into the field of English
than I would ever want to go. On
the contrary, the lecture was
given by a very interesting
speaker, and the subject matter
was simple enough so that a
novice could learn, and deep
enough so as not to bore the
Many college students who connoisseur.
finally get the facts recognize
that the disease is something that
One thing that struck me
affects us all. Lyndi Robinson, a about the lecture was the graphic
student attending a conservative nature of the passage that Mr.
southern college, commented, Doctorow read from his book.
"The effect the information has As one audience member
had on us has been positive—it pointed out in the discussion
gives us something to think which followed the lecture, in
about before we make a possible some states the book would be
life threatening decision." It banned from being read at a
would then seem that through school like Fairfield due to it's
education and understanding vulgarity. I was at that moment
that AIDS may be taken seri- very proud to be a student at
ously, and not passed off as just Fairfield, because by allowing
a "gay white man's disease."
the book to be read, this school
showed that the student body
* Dennis Birch; Intern, here is mature and able to make
Ogilvy & Mather and Uni- judgements about important isversity of Maryland
sues such as free speech.

This is significant, because
the previous lecture in this series, which was given by William Styron, also included
graphic references. I thought
that after the Styron lecture, that
the school would seek to edit any
bad language from subsequent
lectures in this series. I was surprised to hear the expletives in
Mr. Doctorow's speech, but like
most of the other audience
members, after the initial shock,
I disregarded these trivialities
which shadowed the many intelligent things that Mr. Doctorow
had to say. So bravo to Fairfield
for making this school an open
forum for discussion and in the
process allowing students to
learn in an open and free atmosphere.

Do You Have
An Opinion?

Write For The
Mirror Commentary Section!

foxy Locks
hair salon

• Student Airfares •
from (VfW YORK

Round Trips
Sfrtine ml

BRUSSELS
398
LONDON
318
MILAN
458
GUAYAQUIL
390
ST. THOMAS 260
TOKYO
599
Tmmmt not "icfmfrd

YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway. New Haven
Tel. 562-5335

+

259-5888
1275 Post Rd., (Brickwalk) Fairfield
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STAR
Ed Uines Jr.
Staff Writer
College kids, more than
anyone, know how difficult it is
to grow up. Learning to adapt,
adjust, and accept new
situations_and ways of life
comes easily for some and very
painfully for others. Letting go
of the security of "the way things
used to be" is never an easy task.
The leader of a very Earth-like
planet is faced with the eminency of change in a recent Star
Trek: The Next Generation episode entitled "Angel One," written by Patrick Barry. She has a
problem distinguishing between
what she initially sees as revolution from what actually may be
evolution in her society. One of
the basic truths of both the Star
Trek universe and our real universe, originally expressed by
Commander Spock in the classic
series episode "Let That Be
Your Last Battlefield," is again
revealed in this story: "Change
is the essential process of all
existence." The leader must
choose whether to allow her race
to wallow in stagnation or finally wake up and experience
the reality of a new way—a
"New Deal," no matter how difficult or "hellish" that experience might be. This episode
provides us with the opportunity
to see Commander William
Riker in action as he diplomatic
struggles to keep the natural
evolution from turning into destructive revolution.
The ENTERPRISE arrives
at planet Angel I, a femaledominated constitutional oligar-

& ENTERTAINMENT

TREk: ThE

chy with a leader called "the
Elected One," looking for survivors from freighter ODIN which
wrecked nearby seven years
ago. The Elected One, Biata, is
cautious in admitting that there
are indeed survivors on her
planet. Apparently she says that
four men from ODIN are now
fugitives on Angel because they
have gone against "the natural
order" of things and are now
evading capture. Biata and her
aides at first believe the/ENTERPRISE is there to "-fuel the
struggle" of the "anarchists."
When part of the away team find
the survivors' encampment and
their leader Ramsey, they learn
that he is in no way as dangerous
as the government believes. He
and his people love the planet a
great deal and think the women
are delightful, but they resent the
way the men are treated. On
Angel males have no vote, their
opinions are disregarded and
they are not respected. The
women seem to regard them
more useful as playthings.
Despite all this, the group
refuses to leave the planet with
the ENTERPRISE.
When
Ramsey and his group are captured by Biata— thanks to the
fact that his wife, a government
official, is unknowingly tracked
to the encampment—and sentenced to death Commander
Riker confronts Biata and asks
her how she feels an execution
will suppress those who do not
share her views. She feels she
has no other choice in the face of
adversity but to earry out the
sentence. His Words, however,
have not gone unheard, and she
struggles with her conscience to

The Fairfield Mirror
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keep her bearing. Riker, hoping
to avoid a sense of guilt at leaving innocent people to their
deaths, wants to violate the Starfleet noninterference directive
and the survivors' personal
wishes and beam the entire
group to the ENTERPRISE.
That ends up being a problem
because a killer virus, apparently concocted by holodeck
snow and transmitted olfactorily
because of an incredibly sweet
odor, is raging throughout the
ship and has incapacitated a
majority of the crew and families. To complicate matters further, the ENTERPRISE is desperately needed as a "vital show
of force" at the Neutral Zone
where seven Romulan battle
cruisers are threatening a Federation border outpost.
Riker must act fast if he is
to save the survivors. He points
out to Biata that the feelings and
ideas Ramsey has expressed
about the inequality of women
and men are also possibly shared
by many of the people of Angel.
Ramsey's presence has only intensified those feelings and
brought them to the surface. If
Biata kills these people now in
an attempt to get rid of the problem, she will make martyrs of
them and never hear the end of it.
A bigger revolution than the one
she feels now exists could thereafter ensue. Biata and her government decide to stay the order
of execution, but Ramsey and
his followers are to be exiled to a
faraway land on Angel in an attempt to slow the process of
evolution. The relieved away
team returns to the ENTER-

PRISE to go meet the Romulan
threat.
This episode confirms one fact
for certain: little improvement
seems to have taken place in the
relations between the Federation and the Romulan Star
Empire in the eighty or so years
since we last saw the Romulans
in "The ENTERPRISE Incident." While we are not aware of
precisely why the Romulans are
threatening the border outpost
(we can generally assume that
something has intensified and
aroused their natural paranoia),
it is nonetheless surprising to
find them making so much noise
after all this time. They are
usually very withdrawn, secretive, and mysterious. The mere
fact that they still appear to be a
sovereign empire brings into
question the status of the Klingons. One cannot forget that the
two empires, at last report, had
an alliance of sorts against the
Federation.
Apparently that
joining must have broken when
the Klingon Empire finally
formed an alliance with the
Federation, as the episode
"Heart of Glory" reveals.
The Romulans, while
trying to hold their own ground,
evidently began harassing both
the Federation and the Klingon
colonies with hit and run attacks
in order to make their displeasure obvious. And why would the
Romulans be left out of such an
alliance? A strong possibility
may be that their own paranoia
and stubbornness prevented

them from any sort of compromise in which they knew that
they would be at the low end of
the bargain. They were always
technically inferior to the Federation and the Klingons, having
received warp propulsions and
practical vessel design from the
Klingons only in exchange for
their useful, although powerconsuming, and renowned
cloaking device. Anyhow, the
word the word in the twentyfourth century is that the Romulans are still on the scene and are
pretty peeved for some reason(s)
we have yet to leam.
It was quite amusing to see
Lieutenant Junior Grade Geordie La Forge commanding the
ENTERPRISE and acting like
Captain Picard. According to
his character profile he admires
the captain greatly and hopes
one day to commmand a starship
with all of Picard's strength and
ease. Speaking of Picard, leave
it to the captain to try to be a hero
and do his job while being terribly sick. In the earlier episode
"The Battle," while he is suffering from a severe headache,
Doctor Crusher wonders why
starship captains think they are
so immortal. The gentle influences of her almost motherly
care and the privileges of her
medical authority cause Picard
to acquiesce faster to her demands that he rest in this episode. Beverly's very apparent
special, almost preferential
treatment and care of the ailing
captain is just another step in the

development of their unique relationship.
Picard's decision to allow
Counselor Troi to make the official greeting to Biata is a respectful acceptance and understanding of the social position of
the female on Angel and excellent relation tactic. Deanna is
the ranking female in the military hierarchy of the ENTERPRISE, although it is doubtful
that she would ever assume
command in the absence of Picard and Riker. Her position as
Ship's Counselor and her informal rank of lieutenant commander does give her official
Bridge priority over Doctor
Crusher, who holds the rank of
full commander.
Incidentally, this is the second
episode to be named after the
central planet in the story. The
other episode is "Haven," and
ironically enough the societies
on both planets feature female
leaders. The meaate paintings of
the capital city during the day
and night for "Angel One" are
simple breathtaking, thanks to
The Next Generation's talented
artists.
One final note: I hope the
holodeck pattern of "Denubian
Alps" is checked for possible
snow contamination. We never
learn whether the snow's virusladen scent is indigenous or
whether yet another holdeck
malfunction has taken place.
And the adventure continues....

MAKE IT MACY*S
Meet the challenges and reap the rewards of selling in a commision environment at Macy*s Stamford.
If... High Earnings
A Variety of Schedules
Good Company Benefits
And... A Generous Employee Discount
appeal to you, please visit us on the
Upper Mall Level of the Stamford
Town Center, or, call us in personnel at
(203) 964-1500, ext. 305. Ask for
Nancy or Sydelle.
Macy*s
Personnel Department
151 Broad Street
Stamford Town Center
Stamford, Ct 06901

822 Post Road East
Westport, Ct 06880
203-226-2880

HAPPY H0UP M0N-FP! 4-7PM
$1.00 DPAFTS
$1.00 OFF MIXED DPINKS
FPEE HOPS D 0EUVPES

Make your reservations for Dogwoods
llUllllllullll

We've got the style for von.

Performance
COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE

10% Discount
WITH FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)
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ChAiwbER PUyERS To PERfoRiw SEASON RNAIE
[PR] The Round Hill
Chamber Players, Fairfield
University's resident chamber
music group, presents its final
concert of the season on Sunday
afternoon, at 2:30, in the Campus Center Oak Room. The
concert, entitled Romantic Masterpieces, presents three beloved chamber pieces from the
19th
century—
Felix
Mendelssohn's String Quartet
in D, Franz Schubert's String
Quartet in A Minor, and Anton
Dvorak's Piano Quintet.
Pianist Orin Grossman, coArtistic Director of the Round
Hill Players, comments, "Our
season has featured many unusual pieces and programs, from
jazz to little-played classical, to
children's concerts, so we

thought our audience might like
to hear a good old-fashioned
salute to the heart of the concert
repertory—the music of the
Romantic era. These Mendelssohn and Schubert Quartet's
and the Dvorak Quintet are deservedly among the most popular chamber works of the period.
They are fresh, and melodic and
filled with beauty and passion."
Joining the Player for this event
are violinist Joel Pitchon, violist
Ann Roggen and cellist Diane
Chaplin. Joel Pitchon is a graduate of Julliard where he was a
student of Oscar Schumsky and
Joseph Fuchs. He has toured
internationally with the New
York Philharmonic, Philharmonic Virtuosi, Orpheus. He is
concertmaster of the Stamford
Symphony.

Ann Roggen has also actively toured with the Orpheus
Chamber Ensemble as well as
the St. Luke's Ensemble and the
Jupiter Symphony. She participates in the Aspen Festival and
the Bach Aria Festival. Diane
Chaplin is a certificate winner at
the prestigious Tchaikovsky
Competition in Moscow. She
has been principal cello at the
Eastern Music Festival, the
Solisti New York Chamber Orchestra, and the National Orchestra of New York.
Also performing in this concert
are the co-Artistic Directors of
the Round Hill Chamber Players, pianist Orin Grossman and
Violinist Yuval Waldman. Orin
Grossman is Professor of Fine
Arts at Fairfield Uniyersity and
is well-known for his innovative

programs combining jazz, popular and classical music. Yuval
Waldman is one of the busiest
and successful musicians before
the public today. Area residents
have seen and heard him in
numerous concerts both as violinist and conductor. He is concertmaster of the Bridgeport
Symphony Orchestra and conductor of the Bridgeport Chamber Orchestra. He is also conductor of the Mid-Atlantic
Symphony.

Tickets for this final concert of the season for the Round
Hill Players are $8; $5 Senior
Citizen; $3 Student. They may
be reserved by calling 2559169. Tickets will also be available at the door.

D ARby OffERS WEU of POTENTJAI
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
The world's newest musical sensation seems to be
Britain's Terrence Trent
D'Arby. His hit single "Wishing Well" just recently reached
number two on the Billboard
Charts. The album, titled Introducing The Hardline According
to Terrence Trent D'Arby, is
another 1980's "dance disk."
D'Arby's influences can be seen
in every song. Often, he is reminiscent of both Prince and James
Brown.

All Get To Heaven," is sung in
the gospel tradition with a modern feel. The next song, "If You
Let Me Stay,' reminds one of the
Jackson Five in the 1970's.
"Wishing Well" is next and is
admittedly
an outstanding
dance tune. Then, with "I'll
Never Turn My Back On You,"
is a turn to the mellow side.

D'Arby livens up again on
an original, "Dance Little Sister.
" In "Seven More Days" and
"Let's Go Forward" he returns
to the mellow, and once again
reverberates on "Rain." "Sign
Your Name" is another mellow
song. Perhaps the best song on
The album's first track, "If You the album, "As Yet Untitled" is

sung a cappella and has a gospel
feel. Lyrically and vocally it is
clearly the album's superior
track. The only pure cover tune
on the album is Smokey
Robinson's "Who's Lovin'
You," and it is done rather well.
D'Arby, however, also performs the Stones' song "Under
My Thumb" and adapts it excellently.
Although there are a few
really fine songs on the album,
but on the whole it is only an
average debut. Instrumentally,
however, the album shows some
brilliance. It features Glenn
Gregory and Martyn Ware from
Heaven 17 and D'Arby himself

playing keyboards, drums, percussion, sax, piano, and strings,
as well as singing backing vocals on several tracks.

Introducing The Hardline
According To Terrence Trent
D'Arby is worth buying for
"Wishing Well" and "As Yet
Untitled", but don't ask as much
of the other songs. Given the
great potential D'Arby demonstrates on this album, I am looking forward to hearing more
material in the future. Although
Hardline is in some respects
lacking, Terrence Trent D'Arby
is definitely not a one-hit wonder.

EARN
UP TO

WONdEROUS
STORIES

Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor Emeritus

Just got back from Boston... a fine, fine city... No
kidding... When will people realize that Tiffany has no
voice to speak about? Not to mention she's ugly... All the
world knows April 22 is the date... The Untouchables
comes to video stores... Coming up this summer: how
about Tom Hanks getiin' crazy again in a movie called
Big... I like Hanks best as a serious-comedy actor because
I think he has a flair for both drama and humor... Bob
Goldthwait's new one will be called Hot to Trot... guess
what this one features'? how about a talking horse... gee
what an fresh idea... How about noted Nutley dartsman
Greg Tole dancing at the Seagrape to / Want Yow Sex
amidst a sea of females... tuff life, lut urc attorney... What
isthis 1 hearabouta possible Jefferson Airplane reunion...
cut it out... Well if Airplane rides again, does that mean
the slinky KBC band is history? Let's hope so... Anybody
catch the latest cover of Rolling Stone?... Bruce is looking
pretty hunin'... Saw Bectlejuice roughly a week ago... not
bad... very, very wacked... Michael Keaton was clutch,
but not enough of htm though... I love it. Peter Gabriel is
slated to do the soundtrack to Martin Scorcese's The
Passion... hope it's better than Birdy... I'm scared, one of
Willow's stars will be Billy Barty... that's all we need,
little midgets running all over the place... did anybody
remember Under the Rainbow-... Tim Brown is
overrated...so is Mark Brelaud... Who is the most underrated athlete of today? ... J.C. Chavez... Sugar Ray
who?... Difficult For Me To Admit Department: 1 like
"Man in the Mirror"... a lot... always have, and probably,
despite the airplay, always will... Nice to see A.J. Wynder
playing in the CBA... of the hoop players who graced the
court in the last few years, he was one who could adapt to
a higher level ot play... Get ready for developments in this
column in the netf two weeks... It promises to be big...
like a horse... Tempus fugit

AN
HOUR

PACKAGE
HANDLERS

*>A

(Up to 70 lbs.)

UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility, 190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

United Parcel Service
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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YOU SUMMER SPRINGSEMESTER
MATTATUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Quality Courses
Transferable Courses
Low Cost
Great Facilities
In Your Backyard!
8-Week Session — 2 Days per Week
June 13 — August 3
4-Week Session — 5 Days per Week
June 6 — July 1, July 5 — July 29
Call 575-8011, 8040 for Brochure
Mattatuck Community College
CNVR Higher Education Center
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury, CT 06708
(Exit 17 or 18 off I-84)

Jy
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Students/College graduates
Start your Career & Earn
Experience with...

^"emvorary Services
525 Bridgeport Ave-Shit. 926-9393
39 Stonybrook Rd.-Stfd. 386-1782

MOMCIV
The FUN
Party Supply
Shop

An education for those who can't look the other way.

• SINGING
TELEGRAMS
•BALLOON
ARRANGEMENTS
• COSTUMED
CHARACTERS

SPECIAL
DELIVERIES
from$25
Call for details

VISIT OUR
CARD & QIFT
SHOP
1875 Black Rock Tpke
FAIRFIELD
Off Katona Drive, behind
Newmark & Lewis
FAIRFIELD

NORWALK

367-1876

852-1876

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
classroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master of Science
Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences
Athletic Training
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation Counseling
• Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
• Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
• Special Education

RJ

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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Ladies* Lax Notches First Two Victories
Men's Team Adds Support
Christine Carolan
Contributing Writer
Last week, the Fairfield
women's lacrosse team did their
best to dispel rumors that girls
just wanna have fun - they
proved that they want to win,
too. They literally ran away with
victories in their first two home
games of the season against
Siena and Connecticut College,
improving their record to 2-2.
The Lady Stags played an
incredible game offensively as
they downed Siena by a score of
14-5. The women were unstoppable, with co-captain Ellen
Meagle and Maureen Mooney
scoring 3 goals each, while Tricia Hanley and Annie Grimaldi
tallied two apiece. Even Kristen

Vanderlinde donated one to the
cause. Coach Monick then let
some newcomers to the team in
on the action, giving Susie
Davidson and Kris Stafford a
chance to add a couple of goals.
Patty O'Connor also notched
one as the girls ran off with their
first win of the year. Maura
Shine was outstanding in the
goal with 15 saves.
The girls kept the momentum going the next day by pulling off a 12-9 upset victory over
Connecticut College. The offensive wonder of the game was cocaptain Kathy "Stretch"
O'Rourke, who tallied five
goals. Mo Mooney pulled another hat trick, O'Connor threw
in her two cents, and Meagle and
Grimaldi each scored one. De-

fensively Chris Ezelius, Barbara O'Rourke, Jen O'Malley,
and co-captain Kristen Vanderlinde effectively held back the
Camels and fed the ball to the
offense, while goalie Maura
Shine had another strong performance.
An impressive turnout of
fans cheered the team through
both games - even the men's
lacrosse team showed up to see
what these chicks with sticks
can do.
Lax Facts: The women's
lacrosse team will play their
final home game of the season
on Friday afternoon, April 29 at
4:00 pm vs ELMS. Co-captain
Kris Vanderlinde promises not
to receive any more^yellow card
warnings.

Ambassadors To Sing
(PR) - The Ambassadors of
Song, an all-male Glee Club
consisting of Fairfield University undergraduates, alumni and
friends, is rehearsing for their
annual concert at Bridgeport's
Klein Auditorium on Saturday,
April 30, at 7:30p.m. This year's
event will be the 41st consecutive for the group, and the proceeds will go towards the Rev.
John P. Murray, S.J.-Simon
Harak Memorial Fund, established to grant a yearly stipend to
a deserving member of the
group.

Under the expert direction
of Daniel G. Rowland '74, the
group is preparing a concert that
will certainly please an audience, ranging through spirituals,
folk songs, and more contemporary works such as a medley of
Sinatra favorites.
"It's worth my long weekly
trip," says Rowland, who lives
in Rockville Centre, NY, "to
keep this tradition alive. It's
warming to know that alumni
will drive from as far away as
Granby and South Windsor
every week to sing together."

Although singing is the
primary purpose of the group,
the informal meeting of alumni
and undergraduates gives the
students contacts in the business world and the alumni can
meet and talk with people planning to go into their professions
and recruit directly.

Tickets are $8.00 and
$4.00 and will be available at
the door, or in advance by contacting Ron Kowalski, Concert
Chairman, at 259-8855.

AHA Provides Memorial Program
(PR)—The American Heart
Association (AHA) memorial
program provides an opportunity to honor the memory of
family, friends, neighbors, or
business associates and the
chance to help fight cardiovascular disease by funding research and community service
programs.
"A memorial is an appropriate tribute to the deceased.
However, memorials are also a
tribute to the living. Life is being
extended and health improved

by research the American Heart
Association is supporting in the
fight against cardiovascular disease," said Sally Lawson, R.N.,
president of the AHA, Fairfield
County Division.
Through the AHA life-giving memorial program a contribution helps fund vital research.
The AHA has been supporting
cardiovascular research for
nearly 40 years and o.ver that
time has contributed over $691
million, explained Lawson.
Lawson stated that the
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PUyhOLSE PERSONNAliTIES PROfilEcJ
Linda A. Williams
Contributing Writer
What is the leader of
Gonzaga Dorm Council, a sophomore psychology major,
doing every Saturday when most
of us are still asleep? Why, he's
building sets, painting scenery,
and hanging lights behind the
closed doors of that small red and
white buliding on the edge of
campus. Who is this person who
arrives, without fail, every week
at 10:00 AM to unlock the doors
to the playhouse and begin a hard
day's work?
I first met George LeClair
last year after he was assigned to
Tom Zingarelli, the Artistic Director of the Playhouse, as a
work-study student. George and
his 1979 Jeep Wagoneer (may it
rest in peace) didn't know what
they were getting themselves
into. Not only did the change the
life of that freshman, but it also
changed his name. "Jake" is now
the Production Coordinator of
the Playhouse, and pretty much
runs the place. The only thing we
can't figure out about this Boston
College High graduate from
Hanover, Massachusetts, is
where he came up with the term
"factotum."
I don't know what that
means either, but whatever it is,
Jake hired one. Some of you may
recognize this freshman from
Cleveland, Ohio, as the lead guitarist and keyboard player for the
highly acclaimed campus band
Charlie Doesn't Surf. Jose Llerena has, to Jake's dismay, recently been awarded the title of
Technical Coordinator, which
more suitably describes this
Playhouse Jack-of-all-trades.
Every week, members of
the Playhouse crew meet to discuss the problems that may occur
in each section. Under the guidance of Mr. Zingarelli, six schol-

American Heart Association
has already made possible
much progress in the detection
and treatment of heart disease.
New advancements in high
blood pressure control, cholesterol-lowering drugs, synthetic
heart valves, and pacemakers
may not have been development without such research.
To make a memorial gift
call the Fairfield County Division at 544-9537,374-8195, or
324-2815.
Mastercard and
"Write in Style" Typing
Service - Quality work at reasonVisa are accepted.
able prices. References available. Call Rhea at 366-8660 for
rates and information.

arship students manage, direct,
and coordinate the activities involved. These activities include
selling tickets, designing programs, and preparing sound
cues. These students spend
countless hours on the phone, in
the print shop, and at the Playhouse preparing for major productions. Why do they do it? Is it
for the experience, the challenge, the satisfaction, or just because of an unexplainable love
for the theatre? What can explain dedication such as that
shown by Head of Properties
Mary Lefebore, who took the
time to go to Grand Union to buy
120 cans of Schweppes ginger
ale to which she tapes Lone Star
Beer labels?
Miss Lefebore is not alone
being a non-theatre major member of the Playhouse. In fact, not
one of the Playhouse Scholarship Staff is a fine arts major.
After two years of non-involvement in the theatre, one wonders
what lured her into the exciting
and rewarding life of the Playhouse. Mary with an evil smile,
answers, "My roommate
dragged me into it." Linda A.
Williams, the company manager, for reasons unknown, insists on the "A" in the middle
and a "Ms." at the beginning of
her name. A management major
of the Class of 1989 and a native
of Western Massachusetts
(where they speak correctly),
Ms. Williams covers is the territory of what she calls the "nontechnical aspects" of the Playhouse.
After hearing Linda's
complaints and discussing the
seven notes she left him since
last meeting, Jake is allowed to
move on. Kellie Cosgrove began her career at the Playhouse
as a stage manager, and swore
she'd never do it again. She did,
in fact, take on that role again,

but has since been occupying the
position of Director of Publicity
and Promotions. Miss Cosgrove
keeps herself busy outside the
Playhouse as well with a double
major, a newly appointed position in the Carroll administration, and her R. A. job on Jogues
HI. Her future goals are as diversified as her activities here at
Fairfield, ranging from the possibility of getting her Ph.D.
speech/audiology to going to
law school.
Next on the agenda is ticket
sales, managed by Fairfield's
one and only Political Science
major from Houston, Texas.
Whether you play against her in
intramural football, volunteer
with her at the soup kitchen, or
listen to her radio show on
WVOF, "ya'H" will surely agree
that Kristen Wasti "loves having no free time."
A sigh of relief can be
heard from the fearless leader of
this group as another production
meeting draws to a close, and
Jake has once again acquired an
endless list of "things to do."
Then we hear another voice.
Freshman Joe (Da-new-kid)
Pereira is the stage manager for
the next Playhouse production,
The 1940's Radio Hour. Anew
recruit, Joe does not hold a
scholarship staff position, and
yet he has chosen to undertake
an incredible responsibility and
a most thankless job. We've all
heard the saying: "The show
must go on." However, without
the stage manager, it can't and
won't. Once opening night arrives, the Directors job is finished, and Joe calls' the shots.
The above-mentioned
members of the Fairfield Playhouse are really just a few of the
many dedicated, unsung heroes
who volunteer their time, energy
and creativity to make the Playhouse productions happen.

Classifieds/Announcements

Sullivan Flower Shop

Landmark painting is looking for responsible students to
paint this summer. Super wages
include benefits and bonuses will train. Your ability to earn
money is directly related to your
desire to excel at your job. Call
254-3061.

" Say it with Flowers"
Fruit, Candy & Balloons

Summer position - house
painters needed. Will train, $6-9/
hour, Greenwich area. College
Pro Painters 869-6728.

530 Kings Highway Cutoff
259-1629 (Next to Woodsend)

Help Wanted - Computer
Major/Art Major. People with
ability in computer graphics to
design layout, typeset pages of
standard 8'/2by 11 for a 3 column
magazine. Using a personal

computer (Mac, IBM) to design
the page then print it. Will pay
by the page completed. Approximately $15 per page. Also
seeking English/Communication majors to write for us and to
contact public relations firms
and advertising/marketing firms
to solicit stories. Three-credit
internship available for next
year. Looking for summer now.
Call Greg Caruso 374-9135 at
work or 378-9275 at home.

Announcements
The Class of 1988
would like to express its
sincere appreciation to
Laidlaw Transportation for
donating the buses for the
Senior Bash to prevent
drunk driving.

The Fairfield University
Playhouse will present a preview performance of the
1940's Radio Hour tonight,
Thursday April 21, at 8:00
PM. Admission to the preview of this Walton Jones
musical is free. Space is limited to the first 100 people to
arrive at the Playhouse.
Regular performances begin
Monday, April 25 and run
through Saturday, April 30.
General Admission is $8, $4
for students and seniors.
Embroidered wallet lost at
Senior Bash at Ludlowe
High School. If found, please
return to Box A A or the
Mirror office. No questions
asked.
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FREE!

Digital Camouflage Watch
with purchase of surplus or
camouflage clothing
(purchase over $25)
1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke. • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.

nw

If you still haven't ordered the MANOR yet, there
is a very last chance now. "Get'em while they're
hot!" Last orders are taken at the Campus Center
office.
You'll NEVER forgive yourself if you miss out!

Sports
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LaSalle Brings Brooms To Fairfield
Explorers Sweep Stags in Weekend Set
Andy Davis
Sports Editor
The Fairfield Stag Baseball
Squad was involved in another
sweep this weekend, but unfortunately they were the victims
this time. The Stags lost 3 games
to the Explorers and now stand
5-7 in the conference and a disappointing 9-21 overall. The
team's pre-season hopes of a
conference crown were also
shattered as arch-rival Fordham
beat Iona to clinch the championship.
LaSalle 7 Stags 3 (Game 1)
LaSalle 7 Stags 6 (Game 2)
In the opener of the doubleheader, Fairfield could muster
up only 6 hits for starter and
loser Jose Perez (2-5). After the
Stags led by a score of 3-0,
LaSalle countered for 7 unanswered runs on 7 hits in the final
3 innings. In the contest, Fairfield fell victim to 11 strike outs

by Explorer pitching. John
Mitchell singled home 2 of 3
Stag tallies in the visiting 3rd
inning.
The nightcap of twin bill
saw more action on the offensive
side of the diamond but the same
result: a loss. Chris Cook went 3for-4 in the contest with 2
doubles leading a 12 hit attack
but that wasn't enough. Dave
Arnott, shaking off a sluggish
sophomore start, had 2 hits and 2
RBIs in 3 plate appearances.
Mike Svab, jockeying for an
All-MAAC selection, continued
his hot streak with a double and
a single and shortstop Matt
McLaughlin, denying rumors
his recent slump was due to over
studying, slapped out 2 singles.
Fairfield had opened the contest
once again with a 3-0 lead, but
LaSalle fought back and a run in
the bottom of the 7th won the
game for them.
LaSalle 8 Stags 7

LaSalle had to fight back in
this contest as well. The Stags
took a 6-0 lead into the bottom of
the 5th but the Explorers
chipped away to a 8-7 win. Chris
Cook, who went 6-for-12 on the
weekend, had 3 hits including 2
doubles and 2 RBIs. Stag captain Joe Solimine singled,
doubled, and hit a solo homerun
to keep the Stags in the game, but
5 Fairfield errors aided the Explorer cause. Stag Notes: The
Stags face Big East power Providence today at Alumni Field
beginning at 3:30 and square off
against Fordham in a doubleheader on Saturday at 12:00, and
a single game Sunday, also starting at 12:00. Mike Svab was
named MAAC co-player of the
week for the period ended April
11. Svab went 10-19 in the
week, good for a .526 average.
Five of his 10 hits were doubles,
helping him collect six RBIs and
score seven runs.

Laxmen Continue Winning Ways
Gain Two Victories Despite Sloppy Play
Howard F. Cairnsworth
III
Staff Writer
"See anything you like?" Doug Ryan
"Well Doug, at moments I
did, but most of the time... I think
you know what I'm saying."
That could've been any
fan's response after watching
the men's Lacrosse team beat
Rhode Island by a score of 8-3
last Wednesday. Saturday's
game against Dean Junior College proved a better effort, as the
Stags triumphed 14-8.
For those staunch Lacrosse
supporters who braved chilling
temperatures last week, the team
is thankful. Too bad the Stags
couldn't perform up to their
potential against weaker opponents and pound them into oblivion for you.
A slow start against Rhode
Island set the tone for a long day
at Campion field. Those pesky
Rhodies threw off the Stags'
offense, as they averaged only
two goals per quarter.
Fairfield's defense once again
held the opposition at bay.
Seven Stag penalties in the third
quarter left the Rams man-up for
almost half of that quarter.
"Tommy tWynn), Mark
(Mulligan), Billy (Peet), and I
just had to suck it up," Bill
Walsh commented. "The refs
aren't always going to be your
allies every game, you know."
Two goals by Hugh Coyle combined with single tallies by Brian
Dempsey, Bob Sullivan, Al
Vandermark, Tim Murphy, Pat
Fogarty and G.J. O'Hara added
up to a Stag victory.
Saturday's win over Drew
was a more enjoyable contest,
although it was filled with the
kind of mental lapses that have
plagued the Stags this spring.

The first midfield and first attack
combined for all of the points
against Dean. Joe Sargent (3
goals), Al Vandermark (2
goals), and Hugh Coyle (2 goals,
8 assists) were primed for every
opportunity on the field as they
picked apart Dean's midfielders. John Cal'egari (3 goals, 1
assist), Bob Sullivan (3 goals, 1
assist), and Breck Masterson (1
goal) worked against a confused
defense, cutting inside the
seams and ripping the net with
well-placed shots.
Defensively, Kevin Kuryla
led the long stick middies in take
away checks, stripping Dean
players and making outlet
passes to running mates Mike
Peet and Bill Madden. Eric
Nygren and John Gallagher also
worked well with the midfielders and attackmen in transition

situations. In the goal, Rob
Wood settled down after a rocky
start to finish with 17 saves.
Coach Andy Scheffer commented on the Stags' inconsistent play in the past two games,
"It's frustrating to see us play so
well and then turn around and
make an errant pass or give up a
careless penalty. Better teams
take advantage of those situations. Thank goodness we
didn't play any this week."
And now, into the homestretch go the Laxmen with a 71 record. A game at Kean College yesterday begins the final
four game sequence including
Manhattan (Sat. 1PM), UConn
(Wed.) and rival Fordham under
the lights on Saturday April 30.
All games are home, so consult
your local Laxman for a pregame briefing.

Golfers Get Teed-Off in MAAC Tourney
Andy Davis
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University
Golf Team competed in MAAC
Tournament this past weekend
at Pelham C. C. and finished
fifth in the conference field of
eight. The Stags Lynxmen,
which are comprised of 3 seniors, 1 sophomore, and 2 freshmen compiled an 868 stroke
total in the two round event.
Senior Greg Germain and Sophomore Stephen Patterson

both played will in tourney, with
Germain shooting a 166 overall
and Patterson just 3 shots back at
169.
Senior co-captain Joe
Carella wasn't far off of
Germain's pace with a 174, including a stroke total of 83 for
the 1 st round. Rounding out the
performances for the Stags were
newcomer Dave Dunn, co-captain Kevin Christine, and Freshman Paul Kenney. Army cadet
Rob Craddock led the MAAC
field by shooting an impressive

153, just 9 shots over par for the
course.
MAAC TOURNAMENT
GOLF RESULTS:
Team:
Score:
Army
111
806
Holy Cross
830
LaSalle
857
Fordham
868
Fairfield
Iona 875
Manhattan
895
***
St. Peter's
***St. Peter s withdrew from the
competition after fielding just 4
players.

Eric Brown
Sports Editor

The Fairfield Mirror

PPESS BOX

One has to wonder if anyone let the Baltimore Orioles management in on the little secret
that Frank Robinson has never been a winning
baseball manager. Robinson was one of the
greatest to ever play the game and he is a definite
asset to Major League Baseball, but he has
proven in the past that he is not capable of
producing a winner as a manager. A quick
glance at Robinson's record will prove this. His
best finish was in 1982 when he guided the
Giants to an 87-75 record and a third place
finish. Aside from that one third place finish, he
is credited with three fourth place finishes, two
fifth place Finishes and one sixth place Finish.
His career record is 450-466. This record
doesn't exactly lend itself to comparison with a
winner like Earl Weaver, or Joe Altobelli for
that matter.
The point is that Frank Robinson has
proven in the past that he can't produce a winner
and, given the talent which he has to work with
at Baltimore this year, he will not produce a
winner there either. One must then ask whether
Robinson was hired because he was the best
qualified man available, or because his hiring
would serve as an expedient in solving the
problem which persists in Major League Baseball involving the extremely low number of
minorities presently serving in the game's
managerial and front-office positions. Given
his managerial statistics, it is difficult to suggest
that he was the best qualified manager available.
It then becomes apparent that there could
only be three reasons why Robinson was hired.
He was immediately available to the Orioles,
since he was serving in the Orioles front office
at the time of his managerial appointment. He
was part of the "good ol' boys" network of
recycled major league managers, a network
which often produces midseason managerial
appointments. A third reason he was hired could
be because he fit the bill of being a minority
when MLB was desperately in search of a minority to manage a club.
His hiring will no doubt ease the pressure
on baseball management to hire a minority
manager since the door has once again been
opened by Robinson, and his hiring may ease the
way for other minorities to enter the managerial
ranks. His hiring will make Peter Ueberroth,
Harry Edwards, Jesse Jackson, Edward Bennet
Williams, and many others happy because there
is now a minority in the dugout, albeit an unqualified one.
This article is not meant to sound as if it is
against the hiring of a black man for the job of
baseball manager. It is meant to say that if
someone is to be hired for a managerial position,
he should be the best qualified manager available, whether he be black or white.
If the best qualified manager is not hired,
the appointment of a lesser qualified one serves
as a disservice to the fans, the players, and the up
and coming managers who have earned their
chance to manage in the majors. The fans have
a right to expect the best possible combination of
players and coaches be put together in order to
produce a winner. When this is not done, management is in effect saying that the fans are
unimportant, which is absolutely absurd since
the ticket buying fans keep the club afloat financially. The players have a right to expect a
manager capable of putting their respective talents together in the best possible combination in
order to produce a winner. They also need a
manager who keeps the lines of communication
between the clubhouse and the manager's office
open, and Robinson proved in Frisco that he did
not possess either of these managerial skills.
Thus it is made clear that the O's were
wrong in hiring Robinson. If they felt it necessary to hire a minority, there are plenty of
qualified men out there, including Bill Robinson, Tony Taylor, and Willie Stargell, who have
paid their dues and deserve a chance to show off
their skills. Major League Baseball has to take
a good hard look at itself and decide if it is more
important to produce a quality product or to
appease the screaming activists who seek to put
the game under a microscope and use the game
in order to conduct a socio- political experiment
What's the deal with N.H.L. officials all of
a sudden deciding to call more penalties, and
Major League umpires suddenly deciding that
there had been a dearth of balk calls in years past,
and that the problem had to be rectified immediately ? Officials don't get much credit for the
difficult job they do. However, no official
should ever be in a position to decide the outcome of a game. (Please see 1988 MAAC
Tourney game, Fairfield at St. Peters.) Fans pay
to see players determine the victor, the zebras
are just there to control the players.
Rafael Santana is not in a very enviable

situation this year, is he? It was definitely a bad
omen when he hit into a triple play in the season
opener.
John McEnroe is playing tennis again. The
obvious response should be "WHO CARES!"
His comebacks are about as exciting as Gerry
Cooney's.

I don't claim to be a hockey fan, but I
suppose I should make mention of the N.H.L.
Playoffs, it being the real N.H.L. season now, and
there being a plethora of hockey fans on this
campus. Here is what needs to be said. The
Devils will dump Detroit and take the Cup to
Jersey where John McClain will be hailed as the
second coming of Bobby Nystrom while he
imbibes a sweet draught of champagne from the
fabled Cup. If that seems a bit of a ridiculous
claim, how about this: Montreal will dance all
over Boston while Terry O'Reilly seeks the WB A
Middleweight Championship. Montreal will
then ride the big "MO" all the way to the Stanley
Cup Finals where they will defeat Calgary in a
rematch of their '86 cup battle.
Drunk fans at baseball games ruin the atmosphere as well as the sober fan's enjoyment of the
game. Maybe MLB should consider the sale of
non-alcoholic beer or the possibility of no beer
sales at all. As far as I know, tickets are sold for
the purposes of viewing the game. If the fan
wants to be drunk and still view the game, maybe
he should go to a bar where he can drink, watch
the game, and not infringe on the rest of the
crowd's ability to view and enjoy the action.
This suggestion might be a bit harsh, but any
fan who smokes pot at a game, especially in front
of children, should either be shot or forced to
suffer intense physical harm. Grateful Dead
concerts were created for pot smokers. Baseball
games were not.
If the Yankees continue to score 2,3, and 5
runs in the first inning of each game, they won't
have to worry about their pitching, they will be
unbeatable. This has been the main reason for
their outstanding start and their outstanding starting pitching. Any pitcher who gets staked to a big
early lead will have more confidence and won't
have to worry as much about what pitches to
make. He has the luxury of being able to challenge the hitters, and this should take the pressure
off of him and allow him to pitch in a relaxed
manner, ultimately leading to victory.
Apparently the Bosox are serious about
winning the pennant this year. They have definitely found their saviour in Rick Cerone. Talk
about a managerial coup. While all the other i
major league G.M.'s were sleeping Lou Gorman
found gold on the waiver wires and assured
himself the pennant. In his first game, Cerone
only committed one, just one passed ball in the
ninth inning to allow the opposition to tie the
game. Now if Gorman could only talk Bill
Buckner into coming back, the Sox would be
assured of a dynasty. Lou Gorman deserves a
raise.
The Mark Breland myth which ABC T.V.
and the Daily News inflated to gargantuan proportions seems to have died as a result of the
beating which the Olympic hero suffered at the
hands of Hartford native Marlon Starling this past
weekend. Now maybe Starling will get the star
treatment he deserves. Breland should look into
another line of work. Gerry Cooney has been
successful at threatening to come back, maybe
Breland should try this. It will probably keep his
name in the headlines until about the turn of the
century.
The Fairfield Women's Softball Team finished up the week with an 8-7 overall record. At
this juncture of the season , Dana Pellegrino is
leading the team in batting average (.385), hits
(20), and fielding pet. (.986). Kim Zagajeski is
second in hitting, with a .367 average on 18 hits.
Jen Tessier is hitting .357 and Chris Perspare
rounds out the .300 club at a .315 clip. Zagajeski
heads the pitching staff with a 6-3 record and a
1.14 E.R. A. Ellen Mary Martin has been a major
contributor on the hill with an outstanding 2.04
E.R.A.
The softblall team will be heading to
Patriot's Park in Alllentown, PA., this weekend
for the M. A.A.C. Tournament where they will be
seeded sixth and face the third seeded Lady Crusaders of Holy Cross. Defending champion LaSalle is the host and they will be seeded first in the
«ight-team tournament. The lady softballers will
begin play tomorrow morning at 11:00 A.M. and
if they win they will face the winner of the
Fordham-Army game at 4:00 P.M. If they lose
they will try to hold off elimination against the
loser of the Iona -Manhattan game at 2:30.

